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Two kilometers of sediment covers more than 70% of the continental crust. The major accumulations 
occur in sedimentary basins and at continental shelves. The areas of maximum subsidence are often 
associated with thin crust and evidence of extension. Of the concepts advanced to explain this subsidence, 
uniform extension has proved the most useful. Models based on this concept account for the gross 
features of the basins and shelves and provide a quantitative method for examining the history of 
subsidence. However, modifications are needed to explain the detailed subsidence of most areas and to 
account for regions with early uplift. Problems associated with the sum of the heave on the faults 
underestimating the amount of extension appear resolved. The problem and modifications lead to 
limitations in the use of the models. However, the advantage, that they require a quantitative evaluation 
of all the data, more than offsets these limitations. Because of this requirement they have great value as 
tools in the design of data acquisition programs. 
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Approximately 70% of the surface of the con
tinental crust is covered by more than 2 km of 
sediment (Fig. 1). The major accumulations occur 
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in sedimentary basins and on continental shelves. 
The origin of the subsidence that creates these 
large accumulations has long remained a puzzle. 

Fig. l. Areas of the world covered by more than 2 km of sediments. 
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An improved understanding of this origin has A 
come from studying the relation between depth MOOE - NORTH PACIFIC 

and age on the ocean fioor. The ocean fioor 
subsides exponentially with age to a constant 
depth (Parsons & Sclater 1977). This subsidence 
results from the intrusion of hot molten material 
at a spreading center, which then cools and con
tracts as it moves away from the axis of spreading. 

Extensional forces dominated in the formation 
of most basi�and shelves. In addition, at some 
time after formation, many of these basins and 
shelves appear to subside at the same rate as that 
found for the ocean fioor. 

These observations have led to the suggestion 
that both the formation and the subsidence of the 
basins and shelves are directly related to exten
sional forces. These forces thin the crust, causing 
an initial (syn-rift) subsidence. Also, they thin 
the continental lithosphere, creating a thermal 
anomaly. This anomaly decays, creating an 
additional (post-rift) thermal subsidence similar 
to that found on the ocean fioor. 

The objectives of this paper are to review the 
development of this concept, to explain the basic 
tenets, and to discuss the application of quanti
tative models based on the concept to actual 
basins and shelves. 

Thermal models for ocean 

subsidence 

The oceanic upper mantle is modeled as a thin 
crust of light material lying within a 100-150-km
thick lithosphere that rests on top of a viscous, 
partially molten asthenosphere. The intrusion of 
hot molten material at a spreading center creates 
the oceanic lithosphere. This material loses heat 
vertically through the sea fioor, cools, and con-
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Fig. 2. Simple boundary Jayer Vi model for the creation and 
cooling of the oceanic Jithosphere. T, is the temperature of the 
asthenosphere, and the continuous lines are isotherms (after 
Parker & Oldenburg 1973). 
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Fig. 3a. A plot of the depth of the ocean ftoor, presented as 
contours about the mode, against age for all data in the North 
Pacific (after Renkin & Sclater, in press). 
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Fig. 3b. A plot of the depth of the ocean floor, presented as 
contours about the mode, against age for aU data in the western 
North Atlantic (after Renkin & Sclater, in press). 

tracts. Mid-ocean ridges exhibit little or no free 
air gravity anomalies, and thus the lithosphere 
rests isostatically on the asthenosphere. Thus, the 
cooling and contraction of the material as it moves 
away from the spreading center leads to 
subsidence. 

Initially, the depth increases as the square root 
of age refiecting the cooling of a thermal boundary 
layer (Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967; Parker & 
Oldenburg 1973; Davis & Lister 1974) (Fig. 2). 
However, in the older portions of the Atlantic 
and the Pacific the depth fiattens exponentially 
with increasing age (Fig. 3). This fiattening results 
from heat within the asthenosphere preventing 
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the thermal boundary layer from increasing in 
thickness under older ocean floor. 

Parsons & McKenzie (1978} envisage the oce
anic lithosphere as made up of two layers: a rigid 
mechanical la y er, through which heat moves by 
conduction, above a viscous thermal boundary 
layer. The thermal boundary layer separates the 
mechanical layer from the convecting astheno
sphere (Fig. 4, left-hand side). The thermal 
boundary layer is stable near the spreading center. 
However, as the lithosphere moves away from 
the spreading center both the rigid mechanical 
layer and the thermal boundary layer thicken. 
Eventually, the thermal boundary layer becomes 
so thick that it exceeds the critical Rayleigh num
ber and becomes unstable. This instability leads 
to convection, which brings extra heat to the base 
of the mechanical layer and prevents the layer 
from increasing in thickness. As a result, the 
depth does not increase continuously with the 
square root of age but flattens exponentially to 
constant depth. A plate of constant thickness 
approximates this system mathematically (Fig. 4, 
right-hand side). 

This thermo-mechanical model of the litho
sphere has major implications for the thermal 
structure of continents. The continental litho
sphere is assumed not to differ much from that 
under the oceans. Thus, the continental litho
sphere can be modeled as a thick but light crustal 
region lying within a mechanical layer and on top 
of a thermal boundary layer which differs little 
from that which exists under the oldest ocean 
floor. When such a continent is perturbed ther-
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mally, then, after the effects of perturbation have 
di ed away, the decay of the thermal anomaly 
should be similar to that for the oceanic litho
sphere. Thus, any thermally driven subsidence 
should have approximately the same time con
stant as that observed for the ocean floor. 

Extensional models for subsidence 

Development of the concept 

Hsii (1965) and Vogt & Ostenso (1967) suggested 
that the subsidence of continental shelves could 
be related to thermal contraction in a region that 
extended beneath the crust. Sleep (1971) devel
oped this idea by showing that the East Coast 
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Fig. 5. Subsidence relative to the base Woodbine of the base
ment for seventeen wells on the East Coast of the United States 
(after Sleep 1971). 
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Fig. 4. The idealized development and the equilibrium thermal structure of the oceanic lithosphere. Note the rigid mechanical 
layer on top of the thermal boundary layer on the left and the comparison of the expected temperature depth profile with that of 
the plate model on the right (after Parsons & McKenzie 1978). 
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Margin of the United States and other continental 
basins subsided with a time constant similar to 
that for the ocean ftoor (Fig. 5). Steckler & Watts 
(1978) expanded this analysis by examining in 
detail the subsidence of the COST B-2 well on 
the East Coast Margin of the United States. They 
showed that, even after removing the large load
ing effect of the sediment fill, the requirement for 
substantial basement subsidence still stands (Fig. 
6). Like Sleep (1971), they found that this sub
sidence exponentially decreased to a near-con
stant value. 

Sleep (1971) proposed that a major thermal 
perturbation of the lithosphere drove the sub
sidence. This anomaly heated the whole litho
sphere uplifting the crust. Erosion removed the 
upper crustal layers and the resultant cooling 
produced subsidence beneath the original base 
leve! of the crust. To explain the similarities in 
time constant, Sleep (1971) proposed that the 
continental and oceanic lithospheres had similar 
thermal properties. Thus, once the initial event 
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Fig. 6. Subsidence of the COST B-2 well drilled on the East 
Coast of the United States. Note the observed and the corrected 
for compaction sediment accumulations. The tectonic sub
sidence is the sediment load removed from the corrected sedi
ment accumulation. The hatched lines represent the errors 
in paleowater depth. Note that over 70% of the sediment 
accumulation is due to the loading effect of the sediments. 
However the tectonic subsidence is the 'driving force' that 
permits the sediment accumulation in the first place (after 
Steckler & Watts 1982). 
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creating the thermal anomal y was over, the con
tinental crust would subside at the same rate as 
that observed for the ocean ftoor. 

This explanation for the subsidence has prob
lems with the large sediment accumulations 
observed on the continental shelves. Given the 
similarity in density between sediments and the 
upper crustal layers, the ultimate subsidence on 
this model approximately equals the amount of 
material eroded. No evidence exists on the major 
continental margins for such massive amounts of 
erosion. Thus, the subsidence requires another 
mechanism. 

The first suggestion of such a mechanism came 
from the attempt by Artemjev & Artyushkov 
(1971) to explain the high heat ftow observed in 
Lake Baikal. They suggested the passive upwell-

RIFT BASIN ($0km EXTENSIONl 

Fig. 7. Diagrammatic model for rift basin evolution. The crust · 

fails by brittle fracture, lower lithosphere by necking. Note the 
generic relation of rift basins and mature continental margins 
(after Salveson 1978). 
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ing of hot upper mantle material during extension 
and thinning of the continental crust as an expla
nation of this high heat flow. 

Salveson (1978) extended this model in a quali
tative fashion to the sedimentary basins and 
shelves. He emphasized the generic relation of 
these two features by interpreting the shelves as 
rift pull-apart basins that had extended so far that 
pure oceanic crust had intruded to the surface 
(Fig. 7). 

McKenzie (1978a), independently of Salveson 
(1978), developed a quantitative model based on 
the same concept of uniform extension to explain 
basin subsidence. This model has the following 
basic tenets. The upper mantle consists of a litho
sphere, approximately 130 km thick, lying over a 
partially molten asthenosphere. The lithosphere 
consists of two regions; a crust and lower litho
sphere. The crust is of lower density than both 
the lower lithosphere and the asthenosphere. The 
lower lithosphere has the same thermal par
ameters as the asthenosphere and, because it is 
colder, is more dense. Finally, there is a uniform 
temperature gradient between the surface and the 
bottom of the lithosphere (Fig. 8a). 

McKenzie (1978a) formulated this concept 
quantitatively. If a section of continental litho
sphere of width l, thickness a, and crustal thick
ness te is extended by an amount {3, then the 
resulting width is {31 and the lithospheric and 
crustal thicknesses are respectively a/ {3 and te/ {3 
(Fig. 8b). During the extensional process both 
the crust and lithosphere thin, and hot mantle 
rises to the base of the thinned lithosphere, per
turbing the original thermal structure. The 
stretching, because it thins low-density crust, 
results in an initial instantaneous subsidence (Fig. 
9a). The decay of the thermal anomaly creates an 
additional long-term subsidence (Fig. 9b and 9c). 
Plots of the predicted water-loaded basement sub
sidence for various values of the extension factor {3 
show both these features (Fig. 10). The basement 
subsidence is amplified by the response of the 
lithosphere to the sedimentary load, which results 
in more than twice as much sediment being added 
to a basin as would be permitted by the driving 
force above basement subsidence alone. 

Applications 

The quantitative aspects of the extensional con
cept were first applied by McKenzie (1978b) to 
the Aegean Sea. Next, Sclater & Christie (1980) 
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Fig. Ba. The model of the uppermost mantle under a stable 
continent. 
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Fig. 8b. The simple uniform extension model of McKenzie 
(1978a). If a section of lithosphere extends by a factor {J, 
the Iithosphere and the crust thin by a factor 1/ fJ- T, is the 
temperature of the asthenosphere. 

developed an extensional model to account for 
the post Mid-Cretaceous subsidence of the Cen
tral Graben area of the North Sea Basin. They 
showed that stretching by 100% in the center 
and by 25% on the flanks can explain the post
tectonic subsidence across the basin (Fig. 11). 

Watts & Steckler (1981) and Sawyer et al. 
(1982a) have applied this concept with success to 
explain the subsidence of the margin of the East 
Coast of the United States. Steckler et al. (in 
press) have compared the approach of both 
groups for the observed basement subsidence for 
the last 140 MYBP of the COST B-2 well. Even 
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Fig. 9. A diagram illustrating the major factors in continental subsidence. (a) Crustal thinning alone creates instantaneous initial 
subsidence to the ultimate depth. (b) Lower lithospheric thinning alone creates (l) an initial instantaneous uplift because the 
asthenosphere is hotter and less dense than lower lithosphere and (2) a long-term thermal subsidence back to the original height 
of the lithosphere. (c) Uniform extension of the whole lithosphere creates (l) an initial subsidence because the effect of thinning 
the crust is greater than thinning the lower lithosphere and (2) a long-term thermal subsidence to the ultimate depth. 
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Fig. 11. Above, a lithologic cross-section of the Central Graben. Below, the subsidence of the three wells has been compared with 
prediction for different amounts of extension. Note that only the post-rifting thermal subsidence is being considered in this diagram 
(from Sclater & Christie 1980). 

with quite different assumptions on loading and O ...-----.,......-----.----.-----.----. 
compaction, both groups tind a remarkably simi
lar subsidence, and this subsidence implies a large 
amount of stretching beneath the outer con
tinental margin (Fig. 12). 

Various groups have applied these concepts 
with generally successful results to other basins 
and shelves. A non-inclusive list includes the Lab
rador and Scotian Margins (Royden & Keen 
1980), the Biscay Margin (LePichon & Sibuet 
1981), the Central Graben of the North Sea 
(Wood & Barton 1983), and the Paris Basin 
(Brunet & LePichon 1982). 

Fig. 12. Comparison of observed and predicted subsidence for 
the COST B-2 well (Steckler et al. in press). Shaded areas 
represent the analysis of Steckler & Watts (1982) and the lines 
with point at their center, the analysis of Sawyer et al. (1982a). 
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Immediately after the introduction of the exten
sional concept Royden et al. (1980) used it to 
predict the temperature history of the sediments 
and to account for the maturation of hydro
carbons on various continental shelves. Sawyer et 
al. (1982b) developed this approach further and 
applied it to COST wells on the margins of the 
East Coast of the United States. As an example 
of the value of this approach we present their 
predictions for the degree of maturation of the 
sediments across a section of the East Coast over 
two of the COST wells (Fig. 13). 

Other evidence for extension 

Man y continental basins and shelves have formed 
in areas dominated by normal faulting and exten
sion at their time of origin. In addition, Hsii 
(1958) proposed on the basis of isostasy that 
basins must be underlain by a thinner than normal 
crust. Sheridan (1969) and others have confirmed 
this with seismic refraction observations. 
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Fig. 14. A schematic crustal section across the North Biscay 
continental margin (after De Charpal et al. 1978). 

Recently, seismic studies over continental basin 
and margins have concentrated on looking for 

· direct evidence of extension. DeCharpal et al. 
(1978) have presented evidence for large amounts 
of extension on the Biscay Margin (Fig. 14). In 
addition, Ziegler (1981) has long argued from 
seismic reflection profiles for significant but lesser 
amounts of extension in the Central Graben of the 
North Sea. The publication of recently acquired 
seismic reflection profiles across the graben by 
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Fig. 13. Predicted contours of thermal maturity across the Baltimore Canyon Trough. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of sediment thickness (above) and crustal 
thickness (below) across the Central Graben in the North Sea 
Basin (after Wood & Barten 1983}. 

Sclater et al. (1986) has confirmed the i�ter
pretation of Ziegler (1981). Tectonic studies in 
the Aegean Sea (Jackson et al. 1982) and the 
Basin and Range (Smith & Bruhn 1984; Gans et 
al. 1985) also stress the importance of extension. 

Also, Avedik et al. (1982) on the Biscay 
Margin, and Barton & Wood (1984), in the Cen
tral Graben area of the North Sea, have shown 
by seismic refraction observations that the crust is 
significantly thinner under the areas of maximum 
subsidence (Fig. 15). Crustal extension accounts 
for this thinning. Hutchinson et al. (1982) and 
Celerier et al. (in press) have presented evidence 
on the basis of gravity and sediment thickness 
observation for substantially thinner crust under 
the Carolina Basin on the margin of the East 
Coast of the United States (Fig. 16a and b). 
Both of these sets of observations present strong 
evidence in favor of the extensional hypothesis, 
with the reflection data confirming the extension 
and the refraction data confirming the crustal 
thinning. 

Modifications to the uniform 

one-dimensional model 

Simple one-dimensional uniform extension gives 
a quantitative explanation for the subsidence of 
continental basins and shelves. This concept actu
ally involves two separate models (Celerier, in 
press): one covering the lithospheric response to 

A 
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Fig. 16a. Free air gravity across the Carolina Trough on the 
East Coast of the United States. Thin line: observed data. 
Dotted line 1: predicted gra vi ty using point loading model 
for sediments shown below. Heavy line 2: predicted gravity 
assuming ftexural loading. 
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Fig. 16b. Two different models for the crustal thickness 
assuming different methods for calculating the sediment load. 
Dotted lines 1: point loading. Heavy lines 2: ftexural loading 
(after Cc!h!rier et al. in press) . 

the accumulating sediment load, the other for the 
crustal and lithosphere extension that creates the 
subsidence of the basement in the first place. 

The loading response 

In the original thermal models for the relation 
between depth and age for the ocean floor, the 
lithosphere responds isostatically to the sediment 
load (Sclater & Francheteau 1970). McKenzie 
(1978a) made the same assumption in his devel
opment of the uniform one-dimensional extension 
model. As Watts & Ryan (1976) pointed out, this 
assumption oversimplifies the actual response. As 
alternate assumptions, they suggested that the 
lithosphere flexes as a beam, and Beaumont 
(1978) proposed that it behaves as a viscoelastic 
body. However, Wood (1982) and Barton & 
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Wood (1984) found that the simple isostatic 
assumption works completely adequately in the 
North Sea. Vigorous debate has ensued as to 
whether or not the more complex loading models 
actually improve the tit to the observations. 
Recently, Celerier et al. (in press) have obtained 
an improved tit to the shape of a free air gravity 
profile across the Carolina Basin assuming a fiex
ural response (Fig. 16). 

Where the thermal effect of extension has 
almost completely died away, the mechanical por
tion of the lithosphere has developed full y. In this 
case, it appears that assuming a fiexural response 
gives an improved tit to the observations. In basins 
or margins, where much of the accumulation 
occurs during or just after rifting, the loading 
occurs when the lithosphere is hot. In these cases, 
it has yet to be demonstrated that the more com
plex loading models improve the match to the 
observations. 

The tectonic model 

Adaptations to the original model permit, in many 
cases, the matching of additional aspects of the 
observations. These adaptations still maintain the 
original concepts of the model by conserving the 
mass of the lithosphere during extension. They 
involve no ad hoc hypothesis such as phase 
changes or a thermal anomaly in the mantle. 
Thus, they permit quantitiable modifications of 
the original model. 

In the model developed by McKenzie (1978a) 
the crust and lithosphere stretch instantaneously. 
Jarvis & McKenzie (1980} and Cochran (1983} 
showed that allowing the extension to occur over 
a finite time span increases the amount of sub
sidence during extension relative to that after the 
extension has terminated. Sclater et al. (1986) 
demonstrated that multiple prior phases of exten
sion can further reduce the amount of long-term 
subsidence. Another moditication permits the 
lower lithosphere to extend over a wider area 
than the crust (Sclater et al. 1980; Royden & 
Keen 1980). In this case, the extension produces 
uplift on the flanks of the area and in the rotated 
fault blocks without violating the concept of mass 
conservation (Hellinger & Sclater 1983; Leeder 
1983}. Such uplifts could be mistaken to result 
from doming (Wood 1982}. Horizontal fiow of 
heat during or after extension could also create 
the same effect (Steckler & Watts 1982; Cochran 
1983). 
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When the crust and lithosphere extend, the 
asthenosphere moves upwards towards the 
surface. The pressure on the moving astheno
sphere drops, and a partial melt forms at the base 
of the lithosphere. Foucher et al. (1982} and 
McKenzie (1984) have investigated the formation 
of such a melt. Under certain conditions a magma 
chamber forms, differentiation takes place, and 
basaltic-type magma fiows upwards towards the 
surface. This magma comes to the surface as 
dykes or sills and can penetrate horizontally into 
the crust. In fact, Illies (1970) has suggested such 
horizontal penetration as an explanation of the 
volcanism observed on the flanks of the Rhine 
Garden. This mechanism both can produce 
significant uplift and can modify the apparent 
crustal thickness yet still permit the conservation 
of the mass of the extending lithosphere. This 
mechanism needs investigation as it could also 
account for some of the doming known to occur 
at the onset and during the early phases of 
extension. 

Problems with the uniform 

extensional model 

Two major problems remain in matching the 
observations with the predictions from the uni
form extension model. First, the thermal (post
rift} subsidence exceeds the initial (syn-rift} 
subsidence and/or significant doming precedes 
extension. Second, the extension necessary to 
explain both the crustal thinning and subsidence 
greatly exceeds that determined by summing the 
heave on the normal faults active at the time of 
extension. 

Too little initial subsidence or doming 

In a careful study of the Labrador and Scotian 
margins, Royden & Keen (1980} found too much 
post-rift, thermal subsidence and too little syn
rift, initial subsidence. In another area, the center 
of the Pannonian Basin, Royden et al. (1983) 
found that uniform extension predicted a much 
sharper initial drop in the subsidence than they 
observed (Fig. 17}. In both cases, the authors 
invoked extra heating from below to account for 
their observations. 

In the Gulf of Suez, Steckler (1985} restored 
the sides of the Gulf to their condition during the 
early phases of extension. He found a l-km-high 
dome extending out 250 km on either side of the 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of observed (points) and predicted sub
sidence for the Pannonian Basin assurning uniform extension 
(upper) and excess lower lithospheric thinning (lower). Note 
the poor fit to the uniform extension model (after Royden et 
al. 1983). 

Gulf (Fig. 18). He could not explain this uplift by 
uniform extension, and he, also, invoked excess 
heating in the asthenosphere as an explanation. 

The requirement of excess heating in the 
asthenosphere to explain the Jack of initial sub
sidence or doming presents a problem. This heat 
has to get into the stretched lithosphere to pro
duce excess thermal subsidence or uplift. Some 
of this heat could come from distributing the 
extension in the lower lithosphere over a larger 
area than in the crustal la y er. This will pro vide 
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Fig. 18. A reconstruction of elevation of the sides of the Gulf 
of Suez at the start of extension (after Steckler 1985). 

some uplift, but not the l km required at the 
center and the extending basin. Partial melting 
during extension presents another possible expla
nation but assumes that basalt can penetrate a 
large distance horizontally into the crust. 

Buck (1986) has suggested that lateral thermal 
gradients created by the initial thinning would set 
up convection in the asthenosphere. This con
vection system would drive the lower thermal 
boundary layer of the lower lithosphere, which is 
only marginally stable, unstable. This causes the 
hot asthenosphere to penetrate into the lower 
lithosphere, causing additional thinning. Though 
this modification to the uniform extensional 
model is attractive in that it accounts for the 
excess thermal subsidence and doming by a pass
ive mechanism, it may have a problem. The stab
ility of a thermal boundary layer increases with 
decreasing thickness. Thus thinning the lower 
lithosphere will inhibit rather than initiate the 
onset of convection. 

Currently, uniform extension cannot explain 
either the excess thermal subsidence or doming. 
Though small, the mismatch between obser
vations and predictions presents a problem as it 
appears to suggest that the model canriot account 
for an important feature of some basins. 

Too little heave on the faults 

The Biscay Margin and the Central Graben in the 
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Fig. 19. An attempt to match the observed sum of the heave on 
the faults and the actual crustal thinning on the Biscay Margin 
by thinning the crust before extending it (after Chenet et al. 
1982). 

North Sea both exhibit obvious direct evidence 
of the extension and crustal thinning. Seismic 
reflection data present persuasive evidence for 
the existence of normal faulting throughout both 
regions. However, the sum of the heave on the. 
faults underestimates the extension from the sub-
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sidence and the crustal thinning by a factor of 
almost two (Figs. 19 and 20). 

Many authors have suggested possible expla
nations. Chenet et al. (1982) have proposed that 
the lower crust is thinned before the whole crust 
is extended (Fig. 19), and Beach (1984) has 
suggested extension along low-angle detachments · 

that are difficult to observe on the seismic reftec
tion lines. Lack of supporting evidence makes 
both of these mechanisms unlikely. 

Other explanations have centered on ques
tioning both the method of measuring the faulting 
and the validity of using it to measure extension. 
For example, White et al. (in press) have argued 
the current techniques, which assume vertical 
shear in the antithetic faulting, substantially 
underestimate the amount of extension. Also, 
Sclater et al. (1986) have proposed that in the 
Central Graben, later extensional events have 
obscured the evidence for earlier faulting. In 
addition, these authors have pointed out the 
importance of considering the extension areally. 
Seismic lines run oblique to the major faulting or 
significant shear motion on the faults would lead 
to significant underestimates of the amount of 
extension. 

INTERPRETED LINE DRAWING OF NOPEC SEISMIC LINE 

w DISTANCE DOWN SECTION (KILOMETERS) E 350 300 250 200 

6.0 NORWEGIAN DANISH BASIN EGERSUND BASIN 

Fig. 20. An interpreted NOPEC (Norwegian Petroleum Exploration Consultants) seismic line across the Central Graben in the 
North Sea Basin. The {3 value of 1.7 deteimined from the total subsidence is much greater than the {3 value of 1.2 determined from 
assurning the heave on the faults active during the mid-Jurassic through early Cretaceous phase of extension. Early phases of 
extension not visible on the seismic line could account for the discrepancy in the {3 values (Sclater et al. 1986). 
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Discussion 
Two major concepts have been proposed to 
explain the subsidence of continental basins. The 
original one involved an active mechanism in the 
upper mantle, a major thermal anomaly in the 
lower lithosphere, doming, eroding and then ther
mal subsidence (Sleep 1971). Deep metamor
phism, which increases the crustal density, is a 
natura! modification of such a model (Falvey 
1974; Falvey & Middleton 1981). As mentioned 
in a prior section, the massive eroded dome nec
essary to provide the space for the sediments is 
not observed. In addition, both the initial thermal 
anomaly and the deep metamorphism that may 
accompany it are 'ad hoc' assumptions that are 
not supported by direct observations. As a conse
quence, the second concept involving passive rift
ing and uniform extension is preferred. 

Extension thins both the crust and the lower 
lithosphere. It causes both an initial (syn-rift) and 
thermal (post-rift) subsidence. Models based on 
the concept of uniform extension can account for 
the observed subsidence history in many basins 
and on most shelves. In addition, these models 
permit the observed subsidence history to con
strain the temperature of the sediments through 
time. Hence, they can be used to predict the 
degree of maturation of the sediments. The fault
ing and crustal thinning observed under many 
areas of substantial basement subsidence provide 
strong supporting evidence for the concept of 
extension as an explanation of the subsidence. 

The uniform extension model of McKenzie 
(1978a) has had considerable success when 
applied selectively to the basins and shelves. How
ever, it requires modifications when applied in 
detail to most areas. These modifications do not 
violate the basic principle of the conservation of 
the mass of the lithosphere during extension. Two 
of the more important modifications are fiexural 
loading, which gives a better fit to observed sub
sidence on the shelves, and time-dependent or 
prior phases of extension, which improve the 
match to the subsidence history in most basins. 

Two major problems have arisen with quanti
tative models based on the assumption of uniform 
extension. First, in some areas the crust rises 
rather than subsides at the onset of extension, 
and, in addition, the post-rift thermal subsidence 
vastly exceeds the syn-rift initial subsidence. 
Second, the observed heave on the faults active 
during extension does not match that predicted 
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from matching the subsidence and crustal 
thinning. 

The second problem may already be resolved, 
as it appears that measuring the heave on the 
faults from seismic sections probably always 
underestimates the extension. However, the first 
problem remains. For example, there is substan
tial uplift on the sides of the Red Sea as well as 
the Gulf of Suez. In addition, the whole of the 
East African Rift system is elevated. It does not 
appear possible to make this uplift compatible 
with uniform extension, and in these areas one 
has to assume that the model does not account 
for this uplift. 

It is not surprising that in certain areas such a 
breakdown of the model should occur. The cur
rent concept of uniform extension is based upon 
a comparison of the oceanic and continental litho
spheres. There are areas in the oceans that are 
thought to be elevated by the upwelling limbs of 
convecting cells in the upper mantle (Parsons & 
Daly 1983). The Hawaiian swell is an example. 
These areas do not dominate the overall sub
sidence pattern, but they are significant. It would 
be surprising if similar upwelling did not exist 
under the continental lithosphere, elevating it in 
certain areas. 

Conclusion 
Uniform extension provides a very useful concept 
in the quantitative examination of the subsidence 
of continental basins and margins. However, it 
requires modifications to handle most areas in 
detail, and models based on the concept cannot 
account for uplift prior to extension. These modi
fications and this problem do not invalidate the 
concept, but they do illustrate that there are limi
tations to the detail to which models based on this 
concept can be used. 

However, the advantages of the approach more 
than outweigh these limitations. For example, 
the modeling approach emphasizes a quantitative 
evaluation of the data. In addition it requires 
the treatment of all the relevant geological and 
geophysical data and forces an integration of all 
the observations. This integration can identify 
critical areas where data are absent or con-

. 
tradictory. Thus, the approach has great value 
in the design of acquisition programs for basin 
analysis, for even if it does not provide the final 
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answer it will often highlight areas where new 
data are required. 
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